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In Australia, the right to ‘due process’ or procedural fairness is not constitutionally guaranteed. 

Although, at the federal level, Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) Act 1977 (Cth) (ADJR Act) 

requires that administrators observe the principle of natural justice.1  In that context, the Act provides a 

right to review, which is one aspect of procedural fairness. Therefore, adhering to Defence policies and 

directives should reassure its workforce access to procedurally fair decisions whenever disputes arise. 

Moreover, that complaints will be managed early and well. Unfortunately the research shows many 

complaints take years to resolve, if resolved at all, and hence the call for a Royal Commission.2  

 

The ADF is plagued with maladministration.3 Many of its members continue to be subjected to the 

failures of leadership to properly administer administrative inquiries in a way that affords ADF members 

due process.4 The mechanism created to ‘fix’ military injustice and address Defence maladministration 

– the Inspector General of the ADF (IGADF) – is said to be so corrupted and beholden to the senior 

command that it merely serves to exacerbate the abuse and allow the senior ADF leadership to hide 

behind a façade of ‘independent’ oversight and review.  

 

The Defence and Veteran community argue that the IGADF has become a mechanism of weaponised 

administration for Defence. Indeed, some of the ADF’s finest have had their careers damaged beyond 

repair and their reputations publicly smeared. Neither the IGADF or the Defence Ombudsman appears 

to have taken any initiative to undoing the damage done to those ADF members who manage to find the 

financial resources to defend their maladministration claims. In most cases, however, very few ADF 

members have the resources, status and power to defend themselves against injustices that befall them 

in their workplaces. Even when their complaints may be evidence-based and compelling, the ADF 

manages to crush dissent with its abundance of human, legal and financial taxpayer resources. Crush 

too, the member’s ability to access justice as a fundamental principle of the rule of law. 5   

 

As frequently displayed in the media, the hierarchy of Defence appear quick to condemn ADF personnel 

without due process. But are silent in publicly exculpating them when Defence Legal Officers cannot 

uphold the ‘brutal truths’ as espoused. These points have been made publicly by GAP Legal Services 

Lawyer and Director Glenn Kolomeitz. This is one ex-Army Officer who understands the reality of 

defence maladministration. Kolomeitz has postgraduate degrees in international law, fraud and financial 

crime investigation, investigation management, and business administration. He is presently writing his 

 
1 Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) Act 1977 (Cth). 
2 Ben Wadham and Deborah Morris, ‘Enough inquiries that go nowhere – it’s time for a royal commission into veteran suicide,’ 

(The Conversation, 2019) <http:// theconversation.com/enough-inquiries-that-go-nowhere-its-time-for-a-royal-commission-

into-veteran-suicide-119599>. 
3 Dr Kay Danes, ‘Army ‘Regs’ lead to institutional abuse by Defence,’ (CLArion, August 2019) < 

https://www.cla.asn.au/News/army-regs-lead-to-institutional-abuse-by-defence/#gsc.tab=0 >. 
4 Dr A.J Brown, ‘Investigating Corruption’ Corruption, Maladministration and the Ombudsman in 30 Years: Five 
Predictions,’ Commonwealth Ombudsman (Speech, 2021) [1] <https://www.ombudsman.gov.au/publications/speeches/all-

speeches/speech-and-presentation-documents/commonwealth-ombudsman/2007/corruption,-maladministration-and-the-

ombudsman-in-30-years-five-predictions>.   
5 United Nations, ‘United Nations and the Rule of Law, Access to Justice,’< https://www.un.org/ruleoflaw/thematic-

areas/access-to-justice-and-rule-of-law-institutions/access-to-justice/>.   
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doctoral thesis on command responsibility for war crimes and maintains that there will undoubtedly be 

litigation or defective administrative actions arising from the flawed findings of the Brereton report.  

 

“Defence Legal briefing batteries of expensive civilian lawyers will fight tooth and nail and then settle 

with some undisclosable financial settlement that does not repair the damage done AND does not hold 

the higher command responsible for failing their officers and soldiers,” said Kolomeitz.  

 

Kolomeitz also believes that no amount of ‘damages’ can fix the impact on those members affected by 

the failed Brereton investigations, those special forces members and their families who were so publicly 

admonished and then so secretly exculpated. No amount of ‘damages’ can fix the impact the failings of 

the Brereton report will have on Australia’s capabilities for generations to come either.  

 

“You can’t just make a special forces officer or soldier overnight – you certainly can’t just make a special 

forces sub-unit or unit commander overnight. The Defence Legal Service needs to be held to account 

for sustaining the impact defence abuse and gross maladministration has on ADF members,” argues 

Kolomeitz.  

 

This is an issue that resonates with many in the Defence and Veteran space. Myself and my husband, 

Warrant Officer Class One (WO1) Kerry Danes, CSM (Retd) have publicly advocated for Defence 

reforms for many years because ADF members are continually subjected to maladministration.6   

 

Earlier this year I published an academic paper on ‘Pleading positive reform: An analysis of suicide risk, 

self-harm, and reputational peril impacting serving Australian Defence Force members.7 This, combined 

with submissions from other Veteran groups, informed the findings of a recent report released by the 

National Commissioner of Defence and Veteran Suicide Prevention, Dr Bernadette Boss, to the Prime 

Minister.8  

 

That report aims to prevent more deaths by suicide in the Australian Defence and Veteran community. 

An entire chapter is dedicated to Unacceptable Behaviour in the ADF. Among the 39 recommendations 

made, one significant proposal—to establish funding to promote a free Veterans’ National Legal Service 

and Veteran’s National Legal Helpline. If upheld, this has the potential to level the playing field for 

many ADF members, and is urgently needed judging by the high rate of suicide and the way some of 

our ADF members are treated. There’s no consistency in how the process of administrative action is 

applied.  
 

Administrative action may be taken under the Defence Act 1903 or the Defence Regulation 
2016 against individuals whose conduct, performance or standards are unsatisfactory or 
whose actions or behaviour have adversely impacted, or are likely to impact, the efficiency, 
reputation or operational effectiveness of the Australian Defence Force.9 

 
6 Defence Lives Matter Website, ‘Reform Defence Inquiries,’ (2021) < https://www.defencelivesmatter.com/reforms>. 
7 Dr Kay Danes, ‘Pleading positive reform: An analysis of suicide risk, self-harm, and reputational peril impacting serving 

Australian Defence Force members,’ (Website, 23 September 2021), <https://www.defencelivesmatter.com/reforms>. 
8 Dr Bernadette Boss, ‘Preliminary Interim Report,’ (Interim National Commissioner for Defence and Veteran Suicide 

Prevention) < https://www.nationalcommissionerdvsp.gov.au/our-work/independent-review-past-defence-and-veteran-

suicides>. 
9 Australian Government, ‘Afghanistan Inquiry,’ (Department of Defence, 2021) < 

https://afghanistaninquiry.defence.gov.au/content/frequently-asked-questions-workforce-and-administrative-action>. 
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Consider the incident in Afghanistan where almost a decade after the actual event, images of ADF 

personnel drinking from a prosthetic leg were released to the media. 10  Indeed, these events were 

sensationalised by media and fuelled public opinion that led to severe consequences for those ADF 

personnel involved. The Command, however, denied any responsibility and failed to set the record 

straight that none of the ADF members even knew where that specific prosthetic leg came from, or that 

the drinking was conducted in both a closed and authorised location. ADF personnel were obliged to 

request approval to consume alcohol at a designated location through the Commander of the Joint Task 

Force 633. The ramifications that resulted almost, a decade later, were extreme. Some of those ADF 

members had continued their service to country and went on to hold key appointments in Defence. But 

when it eventually became known they had once drunk from a prosthetic leg at a bar called ‘the Fat 

Lady’s Arms,’ they were removed from those key appointments. Suddenly our most skilled Special 

Forces members were deemed no longer fit for service in the SAS Regiment, or for that matter, the 

ADF!    

 

The fallout from the Brereton report is just the tip of the iceberg 

 

In the broader ADF, many of its members continue to be at risk of retribution for even the suggestion 

of an infringement of the Defence Values. 

 

I know of one ADF member who lost a key appointment when one of their peers, a senior ranking 

officer, alleged, among other things, that the ADF member caused $7-10 million dollars to go missing 

from the SAS Resources Trust. Incredibly, that lie and other lies told by that senior ranking officer cost 

the ADF member the chance to compete fairly for two key positions: the Sergeant Major of the Special 

Operations Command and the position of Regimental Sergeant Major of the Special Forces. Not only 

were the statements entirely false and intended to harm the career progression of that ADF member, 

but there was also no evidence to substantiate the claims made. Later discoveries by the ADF member 

under the Freedom of Information Act found that the Inquiry Officer had shared the false statements 

broadly but kept them secret from the ADF member. After pursuing the matter for years, Defence 

eventually acknowledged that the senior ranking officer had discriminated against the ADF member. 

Unfortunately, too much time had passed, and it was too late to repair the damage done to his 

reputation and career. 

 

Past findings of Senate Committee investigations into similar Defence administrative failings have 

shown other incidents where witnesses have deliberately provided false information, false accusations 

and misleading statements to Defence Inquiry Officers.11 This flies in the face of natural justice, and 

arguably, those who fail to adhere to Government-mandated directives and policies, as required by the 

Defence Force Discipline Act 1982 (DFDA), should be personally liable for the injury their actions 

inevitably cause.12 All ADF personal are obliged to comply with general orders which align with 

Commonwealth law, which means the DFDA may not impair civilian jurisdiction. Therefore, and as 

the High Court has ruled previously, all ADF members are subject to the same litigation procedures 

and penalties as civilians.13  This includes where ADF members have been denied not only the right to 

 
10 Ben Graham, ‘Shocking picture emerges of Australian soldier drinking out of a dead man’s fake leg,’ (News.com.au, 

December 2020) < https://www.news.com.au/technology/innovation/military/shocking-picture-emerges-of-australian-

soldier-drinking-out-of-dead-mans-fake-leg/news-story/393c456867def5bc2fc6a604eedce88c >. 
11 Senator D J MacGibbon, ‘Report on Military Justice Procedures in the Australian Defence Force,’ (Administrative Action, 

2011) Inquiry into the Review of the Defence Annual Report 2011-2012. Parliament of Australia, 

<https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Completed_Inquiries/jfadt/military/MJ_ch_5>. 
12 Defence Force Discipline Act 1982, < https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2016C00811>. 
13 Private R v Cowen [2020] HCA 31, <https://eresources.hcourt.gov.au/showCase/2020/HCA/31>. 
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know of an allegation or access the evidence supporting an allegation—but even to the extent that 

investigations were carried out without their knowledge.14 

 

No corrective action or reparation policy exists in Defence 

 

Sadly, there is no corrective action or reparation policy in Defence that would otherwise restore the 

affected member to their former professional status when adverse actions are exposed. There is only an 

external process whereby ADF members can seek compensation for detriment caused by defective 

administration, assuming they have the mental stamina to undertake that complex process. But whilst 

the Scheme for Compensation for Detriment caused by Defective Administration (CDDA) offers 

advice on reparation, it actually only has the capacity to deliver compensation, at best:  

 

If an entity’s defective administration is found to have resulted in a claimant suffering 

detriment, the overarching principle to be used in determining an appropriate level of 

compensation for a claimant is to restore the claimant to the position they would have been in 

had defective administration not occurred.15 

 

“Most members want justice, not money. This is why the recommendations by Dr Boss are so critical 

and should also inform the Royal Commission into Defence and Veteran Suicide Risk,” says WO1 

Kerry Danes. “It is absolutely wrong to subject any person to any form of inquiry where they are 

denied procedural fairness and equal opportunity to appropriately defend themselves or to strip away 

that person’s dignity and fair hearing rights, which is a fundamental breach of the rights of anyone 

accused in the Australian justice system, as it should be in the Defence.” 

 

The recommendations for Defence reforms are a step in the right direction. But those reforms are needed 

urgently, before more lives and reputations are put at risk. Arguably, those who hold power in Defence 

need to respect the rule of law and show some empathy for those adversely impacted by what could be 

perceived as unscrupulous leadership decisions. Defence reforms must focus on minimising and 

preventing inequities that cause moral trauma in service. That includes addressing current policy 

inequities that encumber the administrative system from improving ADF best practices, to advance 

towards a fairer, more just and mentally robust workplace.  

 

______________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
14 Commonwealth of Australia, (2005). The effectiveness of Australia’s military justice system. 16 June 2005. administrative 

system—Investigations. [8] ISBN 0 642 71424 X. 
15 Australian Government, ‘Scheme for Compensation for Detriment caused by Defective Administration,’ (Department of 

Finance, 2021) [68]  ‘<https://www.finance.gov.au/publications/resource-management-guides/scheme-compensation-

detriment-caused-defective-administration-rmg-409#part-1-the-cdda-scheme>.  
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